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A QUANTITATIVE-THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF SYNTACTIC
MICROVARIATION: WORD ORDER IN DUTCH VERB CLUSTERS
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UiL-OTS
This article is a case study in how quantitative-statistical and formal-theoretical (generative) ap-

proaches to language variation can be combined. We provide a quantitative analysis of word-order
variation in verb clusters in 185 dialects of Dutch and map the results of that analysis against lin-
guistic parameters extracted from the theoretical literature on verb clusters. Based on this novel
methodology, we argue that verb cluster ordering in Dutch dialects can be reduced to three gram-
matical parameters (largely similar to the ones described in Barbiers et al. 2018), and we identify
the dialect groups that correspond to the various settings of those parameters.*
Keywords: verb clusters, Dutch dialects, linguistic variation, generative grammar, correspondence
analysis, k-nearest neighbors classification

1. Introduction. Typological studies into linguistic phenomena typically reveal a
bewildering amount of variation and flexibility on the one hand, combined with seem-
ingly universal rigidity on the other. For instance, when we consider the possible order-
ings of demonstratives, numerals, adjectives, and nouns inside the noun phrase, the
languages of the world use no fewer than fourteen different orders as their neutral word
order, but at the same time this means that of the twenty-four (four factorial) theoreti-
cally possible orders, ten are universally unattested (Greenberg 1963, Cinque 2005,
Abels & Neeleman 2012). The job of the comparative linguist, then, is to separate that
which is fixed and necessary—the principles, in generative parlance—from that which
is variable and contingent—the parameters. Within the theory of generative grammar,
the notion of ‘parameter’ has seen various incarnations, ranging from binary choices in
the workings of the core grammatical system (e.g. Baker 2001) over the lexical proper-
ties of functional items (e.g. Borer 1984, Chomsky 1995) to properties of the LF- and
(in particular) PF-interface (e.g. Kayne 2005, Chomsky 2007).

Kayne (2000) has argued that a detailed comparison of large numbers of closely re-
lated languages or language varieties presents a powerful research tool for uncovering
linguistic parameters, the idea being that such a comparison is the closest real-world
 alternative to a controlled laboratory experiment: one tries to keep all orthogonal varia-
tion constant so as to be able to examine the effect of minute changes to the phenome-
non under investigation. In this article we follow Kayne’s lead by examining in detail a
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specific linguistic phenomenon, word order in clause-final verb clusters, in 185 dialects
of Dutch. We argue that we can distill grammatical parameters from this large data set
by looking for statistical patterns in the data and mapping those against the insights
gleaned from the theoretical literature on verb clusters. The resulting picture is one in
which quantitative-statistical and formal-theoretical (in particular, generative) ap-
proaches to linguistics go hand in hand, mutually benefiting from one another (see
Merlo 2015 for an approach that is similar in spirit).

The article is organized as follows. The next section provides some general back-
ground for readers unfamiliar with the Dutch dialect landscape and/or the phenomenon
of verb clusters. Section 3 introduces the data that form the basis for the analysis. As
will become clear, even if we restrict ourselves to a relatively confined empirical do-
main such as verb cluster ordering, the amount of attested variation is substantial and a
statistical approach quickly becomes appealing. This methodology, introduced and de-
tailed in §4, combines quantitative-statistical methods (correspondence analysis in par-
ticular; cf. Greenacre 2007) with qualitative-theoretical analyses of the generative type.
Section 5 presents the results of this analysis. We show that the variation in Dutch di-
alect verb cluster ordering can be reduced to two main dimensions, and we indicate for
each of those dimensions how well it aligns with the theoretical literature on verb clus-
ters. Section 6 then interprets these results from a formal-theoretical point of view. We
propose a parametric account of verb cluster ordering (based heavily on the analysis in
Barbiers et al. 2018) and show how the abstract parameter settings and dialect types
predicted by this account can be detected in the actual data set, while at the same time
taking into account additional sources of variation, such as priming effects or geo-
graphical proximity. Section 7 concludes.

2. Background: dutch dialects and verb clusters. This introductory section
provides some general background on the Dutch dialect landscape as well as the phe-
nomenon of verb clusters. A basic understanding of both of these topics will be useful
for the reader to be able to interpret and situate the results obtained in the following 
sections.
2.1. The dutch dialect landscape. The Dutch language area in Europe comprises

the Netherlands, the northern half of Belgium, and the northern tip of France. While the
entire area—with the exception of the small French part—is roofed by the same stan-
dard language, Standard Dutch, there is considerable variation in the varieties of Dutch
that are spoken. Not surprisingly, then, both Belgium and the Netherlands have a rich
and long tradition of descriptive dialectological work. One of the most influential and
authoritative ways of representing the Dutch dialect landscape is the map from Daan &
Blok 1969, adapted in Figure 1.1

Daan and Blok based this map on perceived linguistic differences, that is, on intu-
itions from dialect speakers and dialectologists about which dialects were similar to one
another and which ones were different (see Spruit 2008:15–19 for more background on
this map and on Dutch dialectological maps in general). In this map we can discern
roughly ten major dialect areas of Dutch. Starting in the southwest, the sand-colored re-
gion represents West Flemish. It is spoken in the north of France, the Belgian province
of West Flanders and parts of East Flanders, and in parts of Zeelandic Flanders in the
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Netherlands. It shows substantial similarities to the Zeelandic dialect spoken in the rest
of the Dutch province of Zeeland (the yellow islands to the north of the West Flemish
region). To the right of West Flemish, in a slightly darker hue, is East Flemish, which is
spoken in parts of East Flanders and parts of Zeelandic Flanders. Further to the right is
Brabantic (dark orange), which is spoken in parts of East Flanders, Flemish Brabant,
Antwerp, and Belgian Limburg. The red area is the Limburgian dialects, which cover
most of the Belgian and Dutch provinces of Limburg. The pinkish area to the north of
Brabantic and Limburgian represents North Brabantic, which corresponds by and large
to the province of North Brabant in the Netherlands. The light green areas in the center
of the Netherlands represent the Hollandic dialects. They are flanked by North Hol-
landic in the north (the yellow/beige region) and the Saxon dialects in the east and
northeast (various shades of dark green). Finally, there is Frisian (the blue area in the
north). One can argue about whether Frisian is a language of its own rather than a di-
alect of Dutch, given that there is ‘a codified and legally recognized standard variety of
Frisian, which is also in limited use in formal and public domains’ (Hinskens & Taelde-
man 2013:3, citing Willemyns 2006:1762). Given that the distinction between a lan-
guage and a dialect is a fairly arbitrary one to begin with (Chambers & Trudgill 1998:
Ch. 1) and given that the Frisian dialects show interesting variation with respect to the
topic under investigation here (word order in clause-final verb clusters), we include
Frisian and its dialects in our analysis in the remainder of the article.

This concludes our overview of the Dutch dialect landscape. The regions described
here should help the reader make more sense of the geographical interpretation of our
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analysis in §6.3. Given the introductory nature of the present section, our overview was
necessarily brief. For more in-depth discussion of the regions outlined in Fig. 1, we
refer the reader to Hinskens & Taeldeman 2013.
2.2. Verb clusters. Verbs tend to cluster at the right-hand side of the clause in

Dutch and other (mainly) West Germanic languages. Moreover, such verb clusters typ-
ically display a fair amount of word-order variation. Consider in this respect the two-
verb cluster in 1.

(1) a. dat hij heeft gelachen.
that he has laughed

b. dat hij gelachen heeft.
that he laughed has

‘that he has laughed.’
The perfect auxiliary heeft ‘has’ can either precede (1a) or follow (1b) the past participle
it selects, in this case gelachen ‘laughed’, thus leading to two possible cluster orders.
Similarly, when the verb cluster consists of three verbs, even more orders—though not
all; see §3 below—become possible. This is illustrated in 2.

(2) a. dat hij moet hebben gelachen.
that he must have laughed

b. dat hij moet gelachen hebben.
that he must laughed have

c. dat hij gelachen moet hebben.
that he laughed must have

‘that he must have laughed.’
Over the years, the type of word-order variation illustrated in 1 and 2 has been the topic
of extensive investigation in the dialectological, usage-based, and formal-theoretical lit-
erature (see Bennis & Coussé 2012, on which the following comments are based, for an
overview and references). The dialectological interest in this phenomenon dates back to
1949 (van den Berg 1949) and was initially primarily focused on two-verb clusters,
more specifically two-verb clusters of the type illustrated in 1, consisting of a perfect
auxiliary and a participle. It was in this tradition that the terms ‘red order’ and ‘green
order’ were coined to refer to the orders in 1a and 1b, respectively. The colors referred
rather arbitrarily to the color scheme used in the maps drawn by Pauwels (1953), and in
the prescriptive literature that later ensued, the red order confusingly referred to the pre-
ferred option, and the green one to the dispreferred option. In later dialectological work,
the empirical focus was extended to include three-verb clusters; see in particular Stroop
1970. That interest in this phenomenon has remained high is witnessed by the fact that
in a recent dialect atlas, which forms the empirical basis for the analysis in the follow-
ing sections, an entire chapter is devoted to verb clusters (Barbiers et al. 2008:14–25).

The usage-based literature has—to the best of our knowledge—focused almost ex-
clusively on two-verb clusters. The prime representative of this line of research is De
Sutter (2009), who performs a logistic regression analysis on a corpus study of two-
verb clusters of the type in 1, in which he examines the effect on cluster order of ex-
planatory variables such as frequency of the participle, length of the middle field,
information value of the last preverbal word, and so forth. The factors that come out in
De Sutter’s research as most significant in determining the cluster order are the choice
of the auxiliary (‘have’ vs. ‘be’), the morphology of the main verb (in particular,
whether the verb has a separable particle), and syntactic persistence (essentially a prim-
ing effect: if the previous cluster had a red order, there is an increased chance that the
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next one will too). Other notable work in this tradition includes Coussé 2008 and Bloem
et al. 2017.

The formal-theoretical interest in verb cluster order can be traced back to Evers 1975.
Much of the discussion has centered around the question of how to derive the various or-
ders in 1 and 2, and whether these facts are informative as to the underlying base order of
the Dutch VP. Evers started out from a head-final base order, in which the green order in
1b is basic, and the red one in 1a is derived from it by moving the participle to the right
(so-called verb raising). Later accounts reversed that line of thinking and took 1a to be
basic, with 1b derived from it through movement of the participle to the left (so-called
VP-intraposition; see in particular Zwart 1993). The issue remains far from settled to this
day; see Wurmbrand 2017 for extensive discussion and references.

This concludes our brief overview of the existing literature on verb clusters. The re-
search we present in the following sections is the first to bring together various strands
from the accounts just mentioned: it focuses both on two- and on three-verb clusters, it
combines the quantitative rigor of the usage-based approaches with the analytical depth
of the formal-theoretical accounts, and it shares with the dialectological literature an in-
terest in focusing on geographically determined cooccurrence patterns. In the next sec-
tion we introduce the data that form the basis of our analysis.

3. The data: word-order variation in dutch verb clusters. We begin our dis-
cussion of the data by revisiting the examples in 1, repeated here as 3.

(3) a. dat hij heeft gelachen.
that he has laughed

b. dat hij gelachen heeft.
that he laughed has

‘that he has laughed.’
These two examples mean exactly the same thing, and for most—if not all—speakers of
Standard Dutch the choice between them is more or less optional. Let us pretend, how-
ever, for the sake of argument, that the data in 3 stem from two different dialects, with
dialect A allowing only the auxiliary-participle order and dialect B only the opposite
one. One could then postulate a parameter that captures this difference and argue that
dialect A and dialect B have a different setting for this parameter. For instance, starting
out from a head-initial base order (in which the auxiliary precedes the participle), one
could argue that in dialect B the participle has moved to the left across the auxiliary,
while in dialect A it has stayed put. This would yield the following parameter setting. 

(4) a. dialect A: [−MoveParticipleToTheLeftOfAux]
b. dialect B: [+MoveParticipleToTheLeftOfAux]

Needless to say, actual linguistic data are never as clear-cut or black-and-white as
this hypothetical example. In order for the reader to appreciate this, it suffices to include
three-verb clusters in the discussion. An example is given in 5.

(5) Ik vind dat iedereen moet kunnen zwemmen.
I find that everyone must can swim

‘I think everyone should be able to swim.’
The main verb zwemmen ‘swim’ is selected by the modal kunnen ‘can’, which is in turn
selected by moet ‘must’. All three verbs cluster at the end of the clause, with the linear
order reflecting the selectional hierarchy: the most deeply embedded verb is also right-
most in the cluster. As is customary in the literature on verb clusters, we use number
combinations to refer to the various cluster orders. The cluster in 5, for example, dis-
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plays a 1-2-3 order, whereby ‘3’ refers to the most deeply embedded verb of this three-
verb cluster (i.e. zwemmen ‘swim’), ‘2’ refers to kunnen ‘can’, and ‘1’ to moet ‘must’. In
three-verb clusters, there are six (three factorial) theoretically possible orders. How-
ever, a large-scale dialect investigation of 267 Dutch dialects in Belgium, France, and
the Netherlands (the SAND project; see Barbiers et al. 2005 and Barbiers et al. 2008)
has revealed that for the cluster type illustrated in 5—that is, modal-modal-infinitive—
only four of those six orders are attested.

(6) a. *Ik vind dat iedereen moet kunnen zwemmen. (31-2-3)
b. *Ik vind dat iedereen moet zwemmen kunnen. (31-3-2)
c. *Ik vind dat iedereen zwemmen moet kunnen. (33-1-2)
d. *Ik vind dat iedereen zwemmen kunnen moet. (33-2-1)
e. *Ik vind dat iedereen kunnen zwemmen moet. (*2-3-1)
f. *Ik vind dat iedereen kunnen moet zwemmen. (*2-1-3)

Moreover, it is not the case that in every one of those 267 dialects the orders in 6a–6d
are well-formed. Quite the contrary: there is a substantial amount of variation when it
comes to which dialect allows which subset of these four cluster orders. For example,
while in the dialect of Midsland (illustrated in 7) only 1-3-2 and 3-2-1 are well-formed,
Langelo Dutch (shown in 8) allows only for 1-2-3 and 3-1-2.

(7) Midsland Dutch
a. *dat elkeen mot kanne zwemme. (*1-2-3)

*that everyone must can swim
‘that everyone should be able to swim.’

b. *dat elkeen mot zwemme kanne. (31-3-2)
c. *dat elkeen zwemme mot kanne. (*3-1-2)
d. *dat elkeen zwemme kanne mot. (33-2-1)
e. *dat elkeen kanne zwemme mot. (*2-3-1)
f. *dat elkeen kanne mot zwemme. (*2-1-3)

(8) Langelo Dutch
a. *dat iedereen mot kunnen zwemmen. (31-2-3)

*that everyone must can swim
‘that everyone should be able to swim.’

b. *dat iedereen mot zwemmen kunnen. (*1-3-2)
c. *dat iedereen zwemmen mot kunnen. (33-1-2)
d. *dat iedereen zwemmen kunnen mot. (*3-2-1)
e. *dat iedereen kunnen zwemmen mot. (*2-3-1)
f. *dat iedereen kunnen mot zwemmen. (*2-1-3)

More generally, there are sixteen (two to the fourth power) possible subsets or com-
binations of word orders that a dialect can select from 6a–6d.2 Of those sixteen options,
twelve are attested in the SAND data. They are listed in Table 1, each accompanied by
a sample dialect in which this particular combination occurs.

It should be clear that a data pattern such as this is not straightforwardly amenable to
the type of (overly) simple parameter account outlined above. Looking at the combina-
tions in Table 1, it is not obvious which parameters are responsible for this variation or
even how to go about trying to identify those parameters. Things get even worse when
we expand our empirical viewpoint further and consider all cluster orders that were
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part of the SAND questionnaire. There were a total of eight questions in the question-
naire that dealt exclusively with verb cluster order, which are briefly described in 9.

(9) a. three questions about two-verb clusters of the type auxiliary-participle
b. one question about two-verb clusters of the type modal-infinitive
c. one question about three-verb clusters of the type modal-modal-infinitive
d. one question about three-verb clusters of the type modal-auxiliary-

participle
e. one question about three-verb clusters of the type auxiliary-motion verb-

infinitive
f. one question about three-verb clusters of the type auxiliary-modal-

infinitive
The cluster types in 9a and 9c were already illustrated above (see examples 3 and 5, re-
spectively). For the four remaining types we provide representative examples in 10.

(10) a. dat jij het niet mag zien.
that you it not may see

‘that you are not allowed to see it.’ (modal-infinitive)
b. dat hij haar moet hebben gezien.

that he her must have seen
‘that he must have seen her.’ (modal-auxiliary-participle)

c. dat hij is gaan zwemmen.
that he is go swim

‘that he went for a swim.’ (auxiliary-motion verb-infinitive)
d. dat hij mij had kunnen roepen.

that he me had can call
‘that he could have called me.’ (auxiliary-modal-infinitive)

Together, the eight questions listed in 9 yielded a total of thirty-one cluster orders. If we
now list, for each of the 267 SAND dialects, which dialect has which combination of
those thirty-one cluster orders, we arrive at 137 different patterns of verb cluster orders.
Put differently, when considering the data on verb cluster orders from the SAND ques-
tionnaire, we can discern 137 different dialect types.3

What does this mean for parameter theory? In its most extreme form, the theory of
parameters would posit that any and every observable morphosyntactic difference be-
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sample dialect 1-2-3 1-3-2 3-2-1 3-1-2
Beetgum 3 3 3 3

Hippolytushoef 3 3 3 *
Schermerhorn 3 3 * 3

Warffum 3 3 * *
Visvliet 3 * 3 3

Kollum 3 * 3 *
Langelo 3 * * 3

Oosterend 3 * * *
Midsland * 3 3 *
Waskemeer * 3 * *
Bakkeveen * * 3 3

Lies * * 3 *

Table 1. Word-order combinations in modal-modal-infinitive clusters in the SAND dialects. 



tween two languages should be reducible to a different setting for at least one parame-
ter. Applied to the case at hand, this would mean that each of the 137 dialect types dif-
fers from all of the others in at least one parameter setting. Alternatively, it could be that
some of the variation found in the SAND database is not due to linguistic parameters, in
the sense that it reflects the effects of, for example, dialect mixing or contact, influence
from the (normative) standard language, or even speech errors. What theoretical lin-
guists try to do, then, is to determine which parts of the variation are due to the gram-
matical system, and which parts are not. Barbiers (2005) takes this approach in his
analysis of verb clusters. With respect to the modal-modal-infinitive clusters introduced
in 6, he proposes that the grammar rules out the 2-3-1 and the 2-1-3 orders, but that the
four remaining orders are grammatical in all varieties of Dutch. Any interdialectal dif-
ferences in the acceptability of these orders—such as the contrast between Midsland
Dutch and Langelo Dutch in 7 versus 8—is then due to ‘sociolinguistic factors’ such as
‘geographical and social norms as well as considerations of register and context’ (Bar-
biers 2005:234–35).

In this article we follow the same general principle as Barbiers—that is, we assume
that only part of the variation found in the SAND data should be derived from the gram-
matical system—but with a different methodology and a different conclusion. We show
how a statistical analysis of the SAND verb cluster data can be mapped against the find-
ings from the formal-theoretical literature on this phenomenon and conclude that a sub-
stantial portion of the variation can be accounted for through the interaction between
three linguistic parameters. The next section describes this methodology in more detail.

4.Methodology. 
4.1. Introduction. This section is organized as follows. In the next subsection we

describe how the raw data from the SAND questionnaires were preprocessed so as to
make them amenable to a statistical analysis. Section 4.3 outlines the difference be-
tween active (locational) and supplementary (linguistic) variables and makes clear how
the latter were extracted from the theoretical literature and how they were operational-
ized. Section 4.4 describes the correspondence analysis we performed on the data set,
and the results of the analysis are presented in §5.
4.2. Preparation of the data. All data discussed and analyzed in this article come

from the SAND project. As pointed out above, this four-year dialect atlas project
(2000–2004) investigated the variety of Dutch spoken in 267 dialect locations in Bel-
gium, France, and the Netherlands. It has yielded two atlases: Barbiers et al. 2005 and
Barbiers et al. 2008. The SAND data stem from three sources: a written questionnaire, a
series of oral dialect interviews, and an additional set of telephone interviews (see
Cornips & Jongenburger 2001 for a detailed description of the SAND methodology). The
analysis carried out in this article uses the raw data from the oral dialect interviews, which
also form the basis for the maps in Barbiers et al. 2005 and Barbiers et al. 2008. Before
we introduce the data in more detail, it is worth commenting on how they were collected,
that is, how the interviews were carried out. In controlling for various extralinguistic fac-
tors, the SAND methodology was designed to maximize the chances of detecting and
identifying the linguistic variables of dialectal variation. To give but a couple of exam-
ples (see Barbiers 2009:1609 for a more detailed discussion): all informants belonged to
the same age group (fifty-five to seventy years old) and socioeconomic class (no higher
education, lower middle class), all of them were interviewed by a speaker of their dialect,
and all of them used the dialect in at least one public domain and had lived in the same
location all their lives, as had their parents. In building in such restrictions, the SAND re-
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searchers wanted to reduce the odds that the variation that was found was due to socio -
linguistic variables, dialect mixing, accommodation toward the (normative and presti-
gious) standard language, and so forth. As such, these factors contribute to making the
SAND data set ideally suited for the type of research envisioned in this article, which fo-
cuses specifically on the grammatical parameters of language variation.

The SAND data files contain a list of all the data points contained in the two atlases,
including information about the type of phenomenon under investigation, the number
of the map and atlas, the element listed in the key of the map, and of course the dialect
location where the phenomenon was attested. We have converted these data into a 
31 × 267 matrix, in which each verb cluster order occupies a row and each dialect loca-
tion a column. Cells are filled with ‘1’ when that cluster order is attested in that dialect
location, ‘0’ when it is absent, and ‘NA’ in case the data point is missing. Cluster orders
are identified by their English glosses, so as to make the data tables and graphs more
readable for a non-Dutch-speaking audience. A small sample of this data table—the
upper left-hand corner—can be seen in Table 2.
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midsland lies west-terschelling oosterend …
IS_DIED 0 0 0 NA …
DIED_IS 1 1 1 NA …
HAS_TOLD 0 0 0 0 …
TOLD_HAS 1 1 1 1 …
HAVE_CALLED 0 0 0 0 …
CALLED_HAVE 1 1 1 1 …
MAY_SEE 0 0 1 0 …
SEE_MAY 1 1 1 1 …
CAN_SWIM_MUST 0 0 0 0 …
MUST_CAN_SWIM 0 0 0 1 …
MUST_SWIM_CAN 1 0 0 0 …
… . . . . . . . . . . . . …

Table 2. Upper left-hand corner of the raw data table.

The first row of this table contains data pertaining to ‘is died’: a two-verb cluster con-
sisting of a singular form of ‘to be’ used as a perfect auxiliary followed by a participle,
that is, a 1-2 order. As the values in the subsequent cells indicate, this order is not at-
tested in the varieties spoken in Midsland, Lies, and West-Terschelling, and there is no
data for Oosterend. The second line provides the data for the 2-1 order of that same
cluster, and the remaining rows provide similar information for other verb clusters and
their word orders.

Three additional aspects of the data preparation warrant further comment. First, as
can be seen in Figure 2, the cluster orders show substantial differences in terms of their
frequencies: while some occur in nearly all of the 267 dialect locations, others are lim-
ited to only a handful of places. In order to ensure that the rare orders were not spurious,
we manually checked the interview data for the orders that yielded fewer than five oc-
currences—six orders in total. This included going back to both the written transcrip-
tions and the sound recordings of the interviews (both of which can be accessed via the
online version of the SAND database; Barbiers et al. 2006). Based on this, we excluded
three cluster orders from the data set, as they turned out to be false positives: the two in-
stances of a 2-1-3 order in the case of auxiliary-motion verb-infinitive (cf. 10c), the sin-
gle instance of a 2-3-1 order in the case of modal-modal-infinitive (cf. 5), and finally
the two instances of a 3-1-2 order in the case of auxiliary-modal-infinitive (cf. 10d).
The other three rare orders showed no abnormalities, either in their transcriptions or in



their sound recordings, and accordingly, they were retained in the data set. This means
that the final data set contains twenty-eight cluster orders.4
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6 This is not strictly true for all clusters: the extensive written questionnaire and dialect literature review
that preceded the dialect interviews had turned up systematic gaps in verb cluster ordering. Orders that were
unattested in any variety of Dutch were not included in the oral interviews, not even in elicitation questions.
A well-known example is the 2-1-3 order. See Barbiers 2005 for a detailed overview.

Figure 2. Frequency of the thirty-one verb cluster orders found in the SAND data.

The second aspect of the data-preparation stage that deserves some further discussion
concerns the question methodology used in the oral dialect interviews of the SAND
project. The data pertaining to verb clusters are based on two types of questions: trans-
lation tasks and elicitation questions. In the former, the informants were given a Stan-
dard Dutch sentence and were asked to translate it into their dialect, while the latter
involved (prerecorded) oral versions of dialect sentences for which they had to provide
a grammaticality judgment (see Cornips & Jongenburger 2001 for a more detailed de-
scription of the various question methodologies used in the SAND project).5 For verb
clusters this means that while in elicitation questions every possible cluster order was
presented to the informants and explicitly judged by them,6 in translation tasks they
were presented with a single order in Standard Dutch, which they translated into their
dialect with the same order, a different order, or—in the case of multiple responses—a
combination of orders. Accordingly, some of the zeros in Table 2 are based on infor -
mants explicitly rejecting a particular order, while others are a reflection of the absence
of this order in the informants’ translation of the Standard Dutch sentence that was of-
fered to them. For the remainder of this section as well as the next, we ignore this
methodological complication, but we return to the difference between elicitation and
translation in §6.3.



The third and final methodological point concerns the NAs in Table 2, which indicate
that some data points are missing. There are several possible reasons for this: some-
times a question was not included in a particular interview, sometimes informants gave
an irrelevant translation, and so forth. In total, there are 480 cells that contain NA,
which is 6.42% of a total of 7,476 (= 28 × 267) cells. Missing values occur in eighty-
two of the 267 dialect locations, spread out evenly across the entire language area.
Given that the correspondence analysis described in §4.4 cannot be applied to a data
table containing missing values, we performed the analysis on only those dialects for
which a full data set was available. This means that the final data table contains twenty-
eight cluster orders and 185 dialect locations.7

4.3. Active and supplementary variables. As was pointed out in §3, the goal of
this article is to determine which—if any—combination of grammatical parameters can
best account for the observed word-order variation in Dutch verb clusters. In order to do
so, we need to include in the analysis insights and results from the theoretical literature
on verb clusters. In this subsection we describe how these theoretical analyses can be
operationalized for a quantitative analysis. 

The first step involves decomposing theoretical accounts into their constitutive parts.
We illustrate how this works using the analysis by Barbiers, Bennis, and Dros-Hendriks
(2018; henceforth BBD).8 A central assumption in their account is that verb clusters are
built via iterative application of the operation Merge. More specifically, no movement
(neither head nor XP) is involved in the word-order variation attested in verb clusters.
Moreover, given that Merge as a syntactic operation does not impose any linear order,
variation in cluster order is due (at least in part) to postsyntactic linearization require-
ments. One such requirement, which is also the first parameter proposed by BBD, is the
following.

(11) A dialect is uniformly {descending/ascending} in the linearization of verbs.
This principle presents dialects with a binary choice: either the linear order directly
mimics the selection order, or it mirrors it. In the first case, all verb clusters are strictly
ascending: that is, 1-2 and 1-2-3, while in the second case they are all descending,
yielding 2-1 and 3-2-1 as the only orders.9 Recall from the discussion in §3, however,
that strictly ascending and strictly descending orders are not the only ones that are at-
tested in Dutch dialects. BBD derive the additional orders by introducing parameters re-
lated to the categorial status of the elements making up the cluster.

First, they start out from the well-known observation that past participles have not
only a verbal but also an adjectival use in Dutch. This is supported by their ability to
occur in the attributive position of noun phrases.

(12) het gelezen boek
the read book

‘the book that was read’
If this categorial ambiguity persists in contexts involving verb clusters, it makes an in-
teresting prediction with respect to the linearization of such structures. Given that in all
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7 We also performed the analysis on a full 28 × 267 data table, but with imputed values for the missing data.
This analysis is described in Appendix C.

8 This analysis is not chosen at random: as will become clear in §§5 and 6, the Barbiers et al. 2018 approach
is highly successful in accounting for word-order variation in Dutch verb clusters. In other words, this ac-
count reappears in later sections of the article.

9 Here and throughout this article we are setting aside clusters containing four or more verbs, as such data
were not part of the SAND questionnaires. See Abels 2016 for discussion.



varieties of Dutch nonverbal complements cannot follow the verb (see 13), adjectival
versions of past participles are predicted to necessarily precede the (other) verbs in 
the cluster.

(13) a. *dat Jan ziek is.
*that Jan sick is 

‘that Jan is sick.’
b. *dat Jan is ziek.

*that Jan is sick
intended: ‘that Jan is sick.’

Let us see how this applies to an example like 14, a case of a 3-1-2 order in a modal-
auxiliary-participle cluster. BBD’s analysis of this cluster can be schematically repre-
sented as in 15: in spite of first appearances, this example contains not a three- but a
two-verb cluster. Those two verbs, moet ‘must’ and worden ‘become’, are linearized in
an ascending order that mimics their selection order. In addition, the example contains
the adjectivally used participle geholpen ‘helped’, which is linearized to the left of the
verb cluster, as is standard for adjectives; see 13. In a way, then, the 3-1-2 order is spu-
rious: there is a two-verb cluster with a 1-2 order, but the adjectival participle preceding
the cluster gives the whole sequence the overt appearance of a 3-1-2 order.

(14) dat Jan geholpen moet worden.
that Jan helped must become

‘that Jan should be helped.’
(15) geholpenA moetV1 wordenV2

This analysis thus accounts for all cases in which a past participle precedes the verbal
cluster in spite of the parameter in 11 being set to ‘ascending’. BBD formulate their sec-
ond parameter as follows.10

(16) A dialect {does/does not} have verbal participles.
BBD employ a similar line of reasoning when it comes to infinitives unexpectedly

occurring at the front of the cluster. They start from the basic observation that bare in-
finitives can be productively nominalized in Dutch. An example is given in 17.

(17) Ik vond het zwemmen erg leuk.
I found the swim.inf very nice

‘I really enjoyed the swimming.’
If this categorial ambiguity carries over to verb clusters, then by the reasoning devel-
oped above, we expect infinitives to be able to precede otherwise strictly ascending (or
descending; see n. 10) verb clusters. Consider in this respect the example in 18 and
BBD’s analysis of it in 19.

(18) dat iedereen zwemmen moet kunnen.
that everybody swim must can

‘that everyone should be able to swim.’
(19) zwemmenN moetV1 kunnenV2

Accordingly, BBD formulate the parameter regulating the occurrence of these cluster
orders as follows.
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10 Note, as is also pointed out by BBD, that the parameter in 16 is arguably also operative in dialects with
a descending cluster order. The problem is that in such dialects a different setting for the parameter in 16 does
not lead to a difference in surface order: given that a past participle is always the most deeply embedded verb,
and given that this verb is always cluster-initial in descending dialects, there is no discernible difference be-
tween a cluster with a verbal participle and one with an adjectival predicate.



(20) A dialect {does/does not} have nominalized infinitives in verb cluster
 constructions.

The final ingredient of BBD’s account concerns 1-3-2 orders. They follow from none
of the parameters proposed so far: on the one hand, 1-3-2 is not a strictly ascending or
descending order, while on the other, the main verb does not precede the entire cluster
like an adjective or a noun would. Instead, BBD argue that these are cases of cluster in-
terruption, whereby nonverbal material appears between the elements of a verbal clus-
ter. This phenomenon is well known from the literature on verb-particle stranding; what
BBD do is extend this account to include adjectival participles.11 For the example in 21,
this yields the representation in 22.

(21) dat Jan moet geholpen worden.
that Jan must helped become

‘that Jan should be helped.’
(22) moetV1 geholpenA wordenV2

Although BBD do not explicitly formulate a fourth parameter, it is clear that there is
(at least potentially) an additional point of variation here, namely, the question of
whether a dialect allows for cluster interruption of the type illustrated in 22. 

This concludes our summary of the Barbiers et al. 2018 analysis of verb cluster or-
dering in Dutch: it starts out from a uniformly ascending or uniformly descending
 linearization order, and derives additional orders via the categorial ambiguity of partici-
ples (A or V) and infinitives (N or V), and via the option of cluster interruption. Note
that we can reformulate this account (and the variation predicted by it) as a number of
simple binary parameters. They are summed up in 23.

(23) a. Asc: Is the order compatible with an ascending linearization?
b. Desc: Is the order compatible with a descending linearization?
c. VerbPart: Does the order involve a verbal participle?
d. NomInf: Does the order involve a nominalized infinitive?
e. ClustInterr: Does the order involve cluster interruption?

Each of these parameters splits verb cluster orders into mutually exclusive subsets.
More specifically, the twenty-eight cluster orders from the SAND data set can be en-
coded in terms of the linguistic parameters in 23. This means that Table 2 can now be
extended with columns representing not geographical but theoretical information. This
is illustrated for part of the data set in Table 3.

In total, we have added sixty-four linguistic variables to the data table, representing not
just the analysis in Barbiers et al. 2018, but also those in Haegeman & van Riemsdijk
1986, Schmid & Vogel 2004,12 Barbiers 2005, Barbiers & Bennis 2010, Bader 2012, and
Abels 2016. Moreover, we have included a head-initial head movement analysis, a head-
final head movement analysis, a head-initial XP movement analysis, and a head-final XP
movement analysis, all as described in Wurmbrand 2017. Finally, we added nine addi-
tional variables that are not tied to a specific analysis.
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11 As BBD point out, the geographical distribution of the 1-3-2 order speaks in favor of this analysis: it oc-
curs in roughly the same area where traditional cases of cluster interruption are also found. Note that in prin-
ciple this account can also be extended to 1-3-2 orders that involve an infinitive as the most deeply embedded
verb. BBD end up not taking this route, however, and propose that this order is ‘a transitional phenomenon’
(Barbiers et al. 2018:182). See the original paper for details.

12 One aspect of the Schmid & Vogel 2004 analysis that we were not able to implement is the effect 
of focus/stress on verb cluster ordering, as this feature was neither tested nor transcribed in the SAND 
questionnaires.



For example, we encoded for every cluster order whether or not it involves infini-
tivus pro participio (so-called IPP; see Schmid 2005 for discussion and references).
A full list of all linguistic variables used in the analysis is given in Appendix A.13

In the statistical analysis described in the next subsection, these sixty-four linguistic
variables are treated as supplementary variables. Unlike active variables (here: the geo-
graphical information extracted from the SAND database), supplementary variables do
not contribute to the construction of the principal components. Instead, they serve to in-
terpret or illustrate those components (see Greenacre 2007:Ch. 12, Husson et al. 2011:
20–24, Levshina 2015:354 for general discussion of supplementary variables). The next
subsection provides more details about this.
4.4. The analysis: correspondence analysis. Correspondence analysis (CA) is

a principal component method that can be applied to tables containing categorical data
(for general discussion, see Greenacre 2007 and Levshina 2015:Ch. 19). The analy sis
proceeds in three steps: first, the raw data table is transformed into a distance matrix, then
the number of dimensions of that distance matrix is reduced, and finally the result of that
dimension reduction is matched against the supplementary (here: linguistic) variables.
We now proceed to describe these steps in more detail.14

In a first step, the raw data table is converted into a distance matrix, a small portion
of which is represented in Table 4. This is a 28 × 28 table that has the verb cluster orders
from the SAND data both as rows and as columns. Each cluster order is compared pair-
wise with every other cluster order and a numeric value is assigned to that comparison,
indicating how distinct these two cluster orders are from one another: the higher the
value, the more different they are.15 This distance is determined by looking at the active
variables in the data table, that is, the geographical data.
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13 Note that the nitty-gritty details of each individual proposal do not matter at this point; we only discuss
and elaborate upon these linguistic parameters to the extent that they become relevant in the analysis.

14 All calculations were carried out in R (R Core Team 2014) using the FactoMineR package (Husson et al.
2014). See Appendix C for technical details as well as a link to all of the data and the R code used to perform
the analysis.

15 Given that the distance between a cluster order A and a cluster order B is identical to that between B and
A, the distance matrix is symmetrical across the diagonal. Accordingly, only the lower half of the table is (par-
tially) represented here. Moreover, given that each cluster order is identical to itself, the diagonal of the dis-
tance matrix contains only zeros.

asc desc VerbPart NomInf ClustInterr
CALL_HAD_COULD yes123 no321 yesVerbPart yesNomInf noClustInt
CALL_CAN_HAD no123 yes321 noVerbPart yesNomInf noClustInt
CALL_COULD_HAD no123 yes321 yesVerbPart yesNomInf noClustInt
CALLED_HAVE yes123 yes321 noVerbPart noNomInf noClustInt
CAN_CALL_HAD yes123 no321 noVerbPart noNomInf noClustInt
DIED_IS yes123 yes321 noVerbPart noNomInf noClustInt
FIXED_HAVE_MUST no123 yes321 noVerbPart noNomInf noClustInt
FIXED_MUST_HAVE yes123 no321 noVerbPart noNomInf noClustInt
GO_SWIM_IS yes123 no321 noVerbPart noNomInf noClustInt
HAD_CALL_CAN yes123 no321 yesVerbPart yesNomInf noClustInt
HAD_CALL_COULD yes123 no321 yesVerbPart yesNomInf noClustInt
HAD_CAN_CALL yes123 no321 yesVerbPart noNomInf noClustInt
MUST_FIXED_HAVE yes123 no321 noVerbPart noNomInf yesClustInt
… … … … … …

Table 3. Encoding of the SAND data according to five linguistic parameters taken from Barbiers et al. 2018.



Concretely, the more two cluster orders occur in the same dialect locations, the smaller
the distance between them will be. The result is a measure of the degree of similarity (or
conversely, difference) between the various cluster orders based on their geographical
distribution. Note that the notion of ‘geographical distribution’ is not dependent on those
dialect locations forming a contiguous dialect region. Rather, the geographical data are
merely used as binary variables to determine which cluster orders typically go together
and which ones do not (though see §6.3 below for a geographical analysis of the data).

The second step of the analysis involves dimension reduction. As in principal compo-
nent analysis, the goal of CA is to reduce a (typically large) set of possibly correlated vari-
ables to a smaller group of linearly uncorrelated ones. Put differently, in the distance
matrix shown in Table 4, each cluster order is situated in a twenty-eight-dimensional
space, and the dimensionality of this space needs to be reduced for those data to be visu-
alized and interpreted. For example, a two-dimensional representation of the verb clus-
ter data under investigation is given in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Two-dimensional representation of the SAND verb cluster data.

CALL_CAN_HAD CALL_COULD_HAD CALL_HAD_COULD …
CALL_CAN_HAD 0.00 …
CALL_COULD_HAD 4.00 0.00 …
CALL_HAD_COULD 3.74 3.46 0.00 …
CALLED_HAVE 13.03 13.03 13.41 …
CAN_CALL_HAD 5.29 5.29 4.24 …
DIED_IS 13.00 13.00 13.37 …
FIXED_HAVE_MUST 4.89 4.89 5.65 …
FIXED_MUST_HAVE 11.83 11.83 11.66 …
GO_SWIM_IS 10.14 10.14 9.64 …
HAD_CALL_CAN 3.87 4.12 3.00 …
… … … … …

Table 4. Upper left-hand corner of a distance matrix based on the SAND verb cluster data.

In this graph, each of the twenty-eight cluster orders is situated on a two-dimensional
plane. When two cluster orders are close together (e.g. CALL_COULD_HAD and
CALL_CAN_HAD on the left-hand side of the graph), this means that they have a
highly similar geographical distribution, while when two orders are far apart (like



HAVE_CALLED at the bottom and CAN_CALL_HAD at the top of the graph), they
typically do not cooccur in the same dialect locations. In other words, Fig. 3 offers a vi-
sual representation of the degree of similarity between the twenty-eight cluster orders.

A dimension reduction of this sort always involves a trade-off between, on the one
hand, explaining as much of the variance from the original data set as possible and, on
the other hand, keeping the number of dimensions as small as possible for easy visuali-
zation and interpretation. In order to determine the appropriate cutoff point, we can
make use of a so-called scree plot. This two-dimensional graph represents the dimen-
sions on the x-axis and indicates on the y-axis the percentage of variance explained by
that dimension. The scree plot for the SAND verb cluster data is represented in Figure
4. This graph shows that the first two dimensions combined explain roughly 35% of the
variance found in the data.16 After the second dimension there is a sharp drop in ex-
planatory power, and the scree plot begins to flatten out: adding additional dimensions
to the analysis represents only a modest increase in explanatory power. In other words,
the scree plot suggests that it is the first two dimensions of the CA that should be sub-
ject to further exploration and interpretation.
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16 The fact that the percentages in Fig. 4 are generally fairly low is a consequence of the sparseness of the
data table: with twenty-eight individuals and 185 variables it contains 5,180 cells, but only 1,988 of them are
filled by a ‘1’; the majority of the cells are empty. See Husson et al. 2011:92–101 for a comparable data table
with similar CA results.

Figure 4. Scree plot for the CA of the SAND verb cluster data.

Consider again the graph in Fig. 3. It shows which verb cluster orders typically clus-
ter together, and which ones do not. If the microvariation in Dutch dialect verb cluster
ordering is to be reduced (at least partially) to grammatical parameters (see the discus-
sion in §3), then we expect the pattern in Fig. 3 to be determined (at least partially) by
such parameters. Put differently, cluster orders that are close together in the graph
should be the result of the same or a highly similar parameter setting, while orders that
are further apart should have fewer parameter values in common. Grammatical param-
eters thus create natural classes of verb cluster orders. This is where the supplemen-
tary (linguistic) variables come in: we use them to interpret the two dimensions that
were retained in step two of the analysis. This is achieved by comparing the first two di-



mensions of the CA to those variables. The central question is if—or to what extent—
the data patterns in Fig. 3 align with a theoretical property of the clusters in question.
There are two basic ways of testing this (both of which are illustrated in detail in the
next section). The first is to color-code the plot in Fig. 3 according to (the values of) a
linguistic variable and to see if cluster orders that have the same color (i.e. that share
some grammatical property) are also close together in the graph (i.e. have a similar geo -
graphical distribution). The second is to calculate, for each combination of linguistic
variable and CA dimension, the squared correlation ratio (η2), which provides a mea -
sure for the proportion of variance on that particular dimension that is explained by that
linguistic variable. The value of η2 is between 0 and 1, and the higher the number, the
stronger the correlation between the dimension and the linguistic variable.

This concludes the methodological section of this article. We have made explicit how
both the raw data from the SAND project and the theoretical linguistic literature on verb
clusters were operationalized for a quantitative, statistical analysis that takes the form
of a CA. This method allows us to reduce the multidimensional variational space to a
two-dimensional one. In the next section we examine for these two dimensions the ex-
tent to which they align with the supplementary linguistic variables, and in §6 we inter-
pret those results from a formal linguistic point of view.

5. Results.
5.1. Introduction. In this section we present the results of the analysis outlined in

the previous section. For each of the two dimensions retained in the analysis we indi-
cate which of the linguistic variables correlate most strongly with that dimension. The
section is highly descriptive in nature; for a linguistic interpretation of the results pre-
sented here, we refer the reader to §6.

Before proceeding with the discussion of the results, we need to make one prelimi-
nary remark. As pointed out by Richardson (2011), the value of η2 for the combination
of a dimension and a particular categorical variable is sensitive to the number of values
this variable can have: the higher the number of possible values, the higher the value of
η2.17 This means that when evaluating the results, one should be wary of variables that
have a high η2-value merely (or mostly) because they have many different values. Ac-
cordingly, in what follows we mainly concentrate on two- or three-valued variables
when discussing the results of the CA.18

5.2. Dimension 1. Table 5 lists which of the supplementary (linguistic) variables in
the CA described above have the highest squared correlation ratio for the first dimen-
sion. In light of the preliminary remark made above, we also list for each variable how
many values it has.

The variable Add.ClusterOrder is one of the nine variables that was added on the
basis of the linguistic literature, but not tied to a specific analysis. It encodes all clusters
in terms of their basic order (i.e. 1-2, 1-2-3, 3-2-1, etc.), regardless of the verbs making
up the cluster. It has seven possible values (two orders for two-verb clusters plus five
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17 One way of clearly demonstrating this is by introducing a fake variable into the data set, which assigns a
different value to each of the twenty-eight cluster orders. Such a variable has a ‘perfect’ η2-value of 1.

18 One type of variable that we systematically leave undiscussed in this section is the summary variables
we constructed for each analysis (see Appendix A for the full list of variables). Given that the values for these
summary variables are a concatenation of the values of all the variables making up that analysis, they in-
evitably have too many values to be properly evaluated in terms of their η2-value. It is our hope, though, that
in future work variables such as these will provide a measure for directly comparing entire analyses in terms
of their success in accounting for a particular data set.



orders for three-verb clusters—the 2-1-3 order is missing from the data set), which ar-
guably (at least partially) explains its high position in this ranking. This variable will
also make a reappearance in the η2-ranking of the second dimension (see §5.3 below),
possibly for the same reason.

A similar fate befalls the variable Add.LightHeavyOrdering. It is also one of the nine
additional variables, and it is inspired by Abels (2011) and Bobaljik (2004), who sug-
gest that cluster ordering might be sensitive to the ‘morphological size’ of the verb
forms involved in the cluster, the idea being that participles are ‘smaller’ than infini-
tives (see Abels 2011:24). In order to test the effect of the morphological shape on clus-
ter ordering, we encoded the twenty-eight cluster orders in terms of their morphological
make-up. For example, the cluster IS_DIED was encoded as FinPart (a finite verb fol-
lowed by a participle), SWIM_CAN_MUST as InfInfFin, and so forth. Given that this
method of encoding yielded thirteen different values,19 however, its high η2-value is ar-
guably an artefact, which seems corroborated by the fact that this same variable also has
a high η2-value for the second dimension (see §5.3 below). Accordingly, we set this
variable aside for the remainder of the discussion.

Things get more interesting when we consider the other variables in Table 5, in par-
ticular the ones that have only two values. Let us start with BarBenDros.asc. It concerns
one of the variables based on Barbiers et al. 2018 that was introduced in §4.3 above. It
is set to ‘yes’ when the cluster order is compatible with a uniformly ascending order in
BBD’s analysis, and to ‘no’ when it is not. As indicated in Table 5, this variable has a
high squared correlation ratio of 0.696.20 The color-coded plot in Figure 5 provides a vi-
sual representation of this.

The information to focus on in this graph is the extent to which the distribution of
points along the x-axis (i.e. dimension 1) correlates with the color coding, in particular
the contrast between black (a negative setting for the variable) and red (a positive set-
ting).21 As is clear from the graph, the red and black points cluster sharply along this
horizontal dimension. This further confirms that the variable BarBenDros.asc provides
a good match for the first dimension of the CA.

The variable SchmiVo.MAPlrV is taken from Schmid & Vogel 2004. Their account is
based in optimality theory (OT), and this variable corresponds to a constraint in their
analysis. The constraint in question is given in 24.
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19 FinInf, FinInfInf, FinInfPart, FinPart, FinPartInf, InfFin, InfFinInf, InfFinPart, InfInfFin, InfPartFin,
PartFin, PartFinInf, and PartInfFin.

20 It is hard to find absolute measures for η2 to determine the size of the effect. Some authors cite Cohen
1962, in which case an η2-value of 0.0099, 0.0588, and 0.1379 would correspond to a small, medium, and
large effect, respectively, but see Richardson 2011 for critical discussion.

21 Note that in the black and white versions of this and similar figures, red corresponds to dark gray, green
to light gray, and black to black. 

variable η2 # of values
Add.ClusterOrder 0.805 7
SchmiVo.MAPlrV 0.769 4
BarBenDros.asc 0.696 2
HaegRiems.inversion.modal 0.599 3
Add.LightHeavyOrdering 0.508 13
BarBen.NomInf 0.460 3
BarBenDros.NomInf 0.422 2

Table 5. The highest η2-values for dimension 1.



(24) MAPlrV: The heads of an extended projection of V are linearized in a left-
to-right fashion; that is, if head A asymmetrically c-commands head B at LF,
then the PF correspondent of A precedes the one of B at PF.

As is clear from the definition, this constraint sets head-initial orders apart from non-
head-initial ones. As such, it should come as no surprise that it patterns similarly to the
head-initial (ascending) setting for the first parameter from Barbiers et al. 2018. At the
same time, though, Schmid and Vogel’s (2004) variable has four possible values (de-
pending on the number of times the constraint in 24 is violated in the OT tableau),
which means that its η2-value in Table 5 is partially artificially inflated. The variable
HaegRiems.inversion.modal is taken from Haegeman & van Riemsdijk 1986. It con-
cerns the word order of a modal verb vis-à-vis its complement. The variable is set to
‘yes’ when a modal precedes its complement, to ‘no’ when the modal is preceded by its
complement, and to ‘dna’ when the cluster does not contain a modal. The color-coded
graph in Figure 6 provides a visual representation of this variable. Once again, the con-
trast between the positive setting of the parameter (the green points) and the negative
setting (the red points) lines up with the horizontal dimension.

The final two variables from Table 5 are virtually identical. We focus on BarBen-
Dros.NomInf, as this one stems from Barbiers et al. 2018, the article discussed above.22

It concerns BBD’s third parameter, that is, the one in 20. This variable is set to ‘yes’
when the order contains—or can contain; cf. n. 10—a nominalized infinitive according
to BBD’s analysis, and to ‘no’ when it does not. As the graph in Figure 7 shows, this
variable also provides a clear match for the first dimension of the CA. 
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22 The analysis in Barbiers & Bennis 2010 (from which the variable BarBen.NomInf was taken) can be
seen as the precursor of the one in Barbiers et al. 2018. The only difference between the two variables is the
fact that BarBen.NomInf has a ‘dna’ value for clusters that do not contain an infinitive, whereas in the vari-
able BarBenDros.NomInf such clusters are marked as ‘no’.

Figure 5. Two-dimensional representation of the SAND verb cluster data color-coded according to the first
parameter from Barbiers et al. 2018. 



This concludes our discussion of dimension 1. We have outlined and illustrated
which of the linguistic variables have the highest η2-values with respect to this dimen-
sion. In §6 we translate these findings into a theoretical analysis, but before doing so,
we turn to the second dimension.
5.3. Dimension 2. The linguistic variables with the highest squared correlation ratio

for the second dimension are listed in Table 6.
The variables Add.LightHeavyOrdering and Add.ClusterOrder were discussed in the

previous subsection and are set aside for the reasons outlined there. As in the previous
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Figure 6. Two-dimensional representation of the SAND verb cluster data color-coded according to the
modal inversion parameter from Haegeman & van Riemsdijk 1986.

Figure 7. Two-dimensional representation of the SAND verb cluster data color-coded according to 
the third parameter from Barbiers et al. 2018.



section, we first turn our attention to variables that have only two values. For the second
dimension, this is once again a variable extracted from Barbiers et al. 2018, namely the
second parameter (see 16). This variable is set to ‘yes’ when the cluster (necessarily) in-
volves a verbal participle according to BBD, and to ‘no’ when it does not.23 The graph
in Figure 8 visualizes the relationship between this variable and the second dimension
of the CA.
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23 The parameter BarBen.VerbPart (from Barbiers & Bennis 2010) is once again identical to this variable,
save for the addition of a ‘dna’ value. Note that assigning values for a parameter requires a certain amount of
analysis. In the case under discussion here, for example, we treat IPP infinitives as participles.

Figure 8. Two-dimensional representation of the SAND verb cluster data color-coded according to the
second parameter from Barbiers et al. 2018.

variable η2 # of values
Add.LightHeavyOrdering 0.794 13
Add.ClusterOrder 0.457 7
SchmiVo.MAPlrVfunc 0.451 4
Add.PartPrecedes(IPP).Aux 0.429 3
BarBen.VerbPart 0.408 3
Add.Slope 0.390 4
BarBenDros.VerbPart 0.292 2

Table 6. The highest η2-values for dimension 2.

This time we are focusing on the distribution of the points along the y-axis, and the
extent to which that distribution matches the different colors. Although the picture is
less clear than the ones discussed in the previous subsection—note also that overall, the
η2-values in Table 6 are smaller than those in Table 5—there does seem to be a tendency
for the red points (the clusters containing a verbal predicate) to be below the x-axis, and
for the black points to be above it. The distinction becomes sharper when we consider
the variable Add.PartPrecedes(IPP).Aux. This is an additional variable that is set to
‘yes’ when a participle precedes its auxiliary and to ‘no’ when it follows it. It differs
from BarBenDros.VerbPart in that it has a ‘dna’ value for clusters that do not contain a



participle. As the graph in Figure 9 shows, this offers a somewhat clearer picture, with
the green points (positive setting) above the x-axis, the red points (negative setting)
below, and the (essentially irrelevant) black points somewhere in the middle.
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Figure 9. Two-dimensional representation of the SAND verb cluster data color-coded according to the
additional parameter Add.PartPrecedes(IPP).Aux.

Finally, there are two variables in Table 6 that have four possible values. The first
once again stems from Schmid and Vogel (2004) and corresponds to a constraint in their
OT account. It is defined in 25.

(25) MAPlrVfunc: If A is a functional verb (or a verb containing functional fea-
tures) that asymmetrically c-commands at LF another verb B that belongs to
the same extended projection, then the correspondent of A precedes that of B
at PF.

Given that auxiliaries that select a participle fall under Schmid and Vogel’s (2004) def-
inition of ‘functional verb’, it should come as no surprise that a variable based on the
constraint in 25 patterns with the other variables discussed in this subsection.

The final variable in Table 6 is Add.Slope. It annotates whether the cluster is ascending
or descending. Given that three-verb clusters are not necessarily uniformly ascending 
or descending, the variable has four possible values: ascending, descending, ascending-
descending (e.g. 1-3-2), and descending-ascending (e.g. 3-1-2). This variable has a
squared correlation ratio of 0.390, but just like the preceding one it has four values and
therefore a somewhat artificially inflated η2-value.

This concludes our presentation of the results of the CA. For each of the two dimen-
sions we have listed which of the linguistic variables correlates most strongly with that
dimension. In the next section we turn to the linguistic analysis of these findings.

6. Interpretation.
6.1. Introduction. In this section we translate the results from the CA into a lin-

guistic microparametric account of verb cluster ordering in Dutch. We proceed in two
steps. First, in §6.2, we propose an analysis that is highly similar to the one put forward
in Barbiers et al. 2018 and outlined in §4.3 above. Based on this account we define



which data patterns or dialect types we expect to find in the data. Section 6.3 sets out to
find these types in the actual data set, and in so doing, examines the role of two addi-
tional extragrammatical sources of variation, namely priming caused by translation
questions from Standard Dutch and geographical proximity. We propose an implemen-
tation of our parameters that circumvents the effects of priming and introduce an addi-
tional experiment (based on k-nearest neighbor classification) to compare the predictive
power of our analysis vis-à-vis one based on geographical location.
6.2. The analysis. Recall from the discussion in §5 that three variables based on the

Barbiers et al. 2018 account of Dutch verb clusters had high η2-values for the first two
dimensions of the CA, in spite of the fact that all three of them are bivalued. We take
this to be a strong indication that a theoretical account along the lines proposed by BBD
is correct. In particular, like BBD, we take verb clusters to be the result of Merge, a 
narrow syntactic operation that is inherently free of linear ordering. Word-order varia-
tion in verb clusters comes about as a result of the interaction between the three param-
eters in 26.

(26) a. AscDesc: Verb clusters are linearized in a strictly {ascending/descend-
ing} fashion.

b. PartV: Participles {can/cannot} be verbal in a verb cluster.
c. InfN: Infinitives {can/cannot} be nominal in a verb cluster.

The parallelism between the parameters in 26 and the first three parameters of BBD
(see 11, 16, and 20) should be obvious. In fact, there is only one aspect in which our ac-
count differs from that of BBD and it concerns their fourth parameter (see 21): the ques-
tion of whether a dialect allows for cluster interruption. The reason our account makes
no reference to BBD’s cluster interruption parameter is because that parameter received
very little support in the analysis. Table 7 lists the η2-values for this variable for the first
two dimensions of the CA. The low values in this table—compare and contrast with
those in Tables 5 and 6—make clear that this variable plays virtually no role in ac-
counting for the variance in the data set.24 As a result, we leave a discussion of the rela-
tion between cluster order and cluster interruption as a topic for further research.
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24 It is interesting to speculate why this might be the case. If BBD are right in assuming that the similarity
in geographical distribution between the 1-3-2 order and bona fide cases of cluster interruption provides a
strong argument in favor of their fourth parameter (cf. n. 11), adding such cluster interruption data to the data
set might help bring out that parameter. Another thing to note is that this parameter receives a positive value
in only one word order of one cluster type, namely MUST_FIXED_HAVE, as this is the only one that con-
tains a participle as V3 in the 1-3-2 order. This scarcity of positive evidence might have also contributed to the
low η2-scores in Table 7.

variable dim 1 dim 2
BarBenDros.ClustInterr 0.027 0.050

Table 7. The η2-values of the cluster interruption parameter from Barbiers et al. 2018 
for the first two dimensions of the CA.

We can now move to the more concrete implementation details of the account
sketched in 26. Suppose the parameter AscDesc in a particular dialect is set to ‘de-
scending’. This implies that strictly descending orders such as 2-1 and 3-2-1 should be
well-formed in that dialect. In addition, just as was the case in BBD’s account (see n.
10), the setting of the other two parameters in 26 now becomes irrelevant—or rather,
their effect becomes undetectable. Regardless of whether the main verb is verbal, ad-
jectival (in the case of a participle), or nominal (in the case of an infinitive), it will al-



ways precede the other verbs in the cluster and no new cluster orders arise. Summing
up, a dialect in which AscDesc is set to ‘descending’ is expected to display only the or-
ders 2-1 and 3-2-1 in its verb clusters.

When AscDesc is set to ‘ascending’, however, things become more complicated. The
first thing we need to draw attention to concerns the specific way in which our PartV-pa-
rameter—as well as BBD’s parameter in 16, on which ours is modeled—is formulated.
Note that it makes reference not to whether a dialect allows for adjectival participles,
but to whether it allows for verbal ones.25 This implies that all dialects should allow a
participle to precede the cluster, but only in a subset—those for which PartV is set to
‘yes’—can a participle also occur at the end of the cluster. Dialects with an ‘ascending’
setting for AscDesc and negative settings for both PartV and InfN should then allow for
the following cluster orders: 1-2 and 1-2-3 in case the main verb is an infinitive, 2-1 and
3-1-2 in case the main verb is a participle, and 2-3-1 in IPP contexts.26 An ascending di-
alect with a positive setting for PartV but a negative one for InfN would in addition allow
for the orders 1-2 and 1-2-3 in cases where the main verb is a participle. Ascending di-
alects with the inverse parameter setting (negative for PartV, positive for InfN) would
allow for the following orders: 1-2 and 1-2-3 in case the main verb is an infinitive, 2-1
and 3-1-2 in all cluster types, and 2-3-1 in IPP contexts. Finally, an ascending dialect with
a positive setting for both PartV and InfN would allow for all of the above-mentioned or-
ders. Table 8 sums up the variation predicted by the current account.
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25 See Barbiers et al. 2018:160–63 for argumentation as to why this way of formulating the parameter is
preferred.

26 We follow Barbiers et al. 2018 in assuming that the 2-3-1 order found in IPP contexts is dependent on
their second parameter/our PartV. BBD’s proposal is that in a 2-3-1 order, V2 and V3 form a syntactically
complex cluster that as a whole functions like a participle (see also Zwart 2015 for similar ideas, implemented
in terms of layered derivations). Given that the 2-3 complex precedes V1, 2-3-1 orders represent cases of an
adjectivally used participle.

dialect type AscDesc PartV InfN predicted orders
1 Desc 2-1, 3-2-1
2 Asc − − 1-2Inf, 1-2-3Inf, 2Part-1, 3Part-1-2, 2-3-1
3 Asc + − 1-2, 1-2-3, 2-3-1, 2Part-1, 3Part-1-2
4 Asc − + 1-2Inf, 1-2-3Inf, 2-1, 3-1-2, 2-3-1
5 Asc + + 1-2, 1-2-3, 2-1, 3-1-2, 2-3-1

Table 8. The five dialect types predicted by the current account.

This sums up our microparametric analysis of verb clusters in Dutch. It should be
clear, of course, that the classification in Table 8 represents an idealization of the data.
In particular, recall that in §3 we showed there to be 137 different dialect types in the
SAND data under investigation here. In the next subsection we explore the extent to
which the five-way distinction in Table 8 can be reconciled with those 137 types, and
we address a number of additional questions raised by our account so far.
6.3. Theory vs. practice: additional sources of variation.
Introduction. In the previous subsection we defined the five dialect types that are

predicted to occur by our microparametric analysis of verb cluster ordering (which very
closely matches the analysis in Barbiers et al. 2018). When we now list for each of
those five types how many SAND dialects fit the given description—that is, how many
dialects show all and only the predicted orders—it turns out that there is not a single
SAND dialect that provides a perfect match for the microparametric options that fall



out from our theoretical account. On the one hand, this should not come as too much of
a surprise, given the data description we gave earlier. Recall from §3 that our 185 di-
alects represent no fewer than 137 different types when it comes to verb cluster order-
ing. Add to this the fact that there are 71,751,825 theoretically possible combinations of
verb cluster orders in our data set,27 and it becomes clear that the vast majority of those
combinations are not attested, and that combinations represented by more than one di-
alect are expected to be very rare. Finally, recall from §4.4 that the first two dimensions
of our CA—on which we based our theoretical analysis—account for only 35% of the
variance in the data set. This means that there are important additional sources of varia-
tion at play.

On the other hand, the CA also clearly showed that the parametric account of Barbi-
ers et al. 2018 (as partly replicated in the previous subsection) provides a good match
for those first two dimensions and hence does carry quite a bit of weight in accounting
for the variance in the data.

In this subsection we reconcile these two forces with one another. We first identify
two additional sources of variation, namely priming (or repetition effects) caused by the
translation questions, and geographical proximity. Given that individual cluster orders
cannot be directly coded for these two factors, we cannot rely on CA to bring them to
the surface and hence will have to resort to other, more indirect, means of detecting
their presence in the data. Then we propose a way of operationalizing our analysis that,
on the one hand, eliminates the role of priming, while, on the other hand, allowing us to
precisely weigh the effect of our analysis vis-à-vis that of geographical proximity. The
conclusion of this additional experiment will be that the analysis outlined in the previ-
ous subsection explains part of the variance in the verb cluster data set above and be-
yond the variation caused by geographical proximity.
Priming and geographical proximity. Recall from §4.2 that the verb cluster data

on which this article is based come from two different question types: translation tasks
and elicitation questions. In the first type, informants were asked to translate a question
from Standard Dutch into their dialect, while in the second they were asked to judge a
(prerecorded) sentence uttered in their dialect. As pointed out by Cornips and Poletto
(2005, 2007), translation tasks carry the risk of creating priming effects, whereby an in-
formant is influenced by the order offered to them—especially if that order is grammat-
ical in the standard language—and as a result produces a dialect sentence that is a
word-for-word translation of the task sentence, but that is not grammatical in the infor-
mant’s dialect. There are two reasons to think this kind of priming or repetition effect
has played a role in our data set as well. First of all, previous research has shown that
priming indeed influences word-order choice in verb clusters in Dutch (see the discus-
sion of De Sutter 2009 in §2.2). A second reason to think priming is an additional source
of variation in our data is suggested by the graph in Figure 10.

This graph is basically identical to the one in Fig. 3, but color-coded according to
question type. As is clear from the key, we have split the translation questions into two
subcategories: the matching translation, whereby the cluster order offered by the in-
formant is identical to that in the task sentence, and the nonmatching one, where answer
and task sentence show a different order. Note that the matching (i.e. green) orders are
mostly located close to the origin of the graph. This shows that these orders did not con-
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27 This number takes into consideration the hypothesis that each dialect allows at least one order for each
type of cluster. For example, for a cluster consisting of the auxiliary ‘to be’ and a participle (IS_DIED), each
dialect will allow a 1-2 order, a 2-1 order, or both, but not neither.



tribute substantially to the construction of the first two dimensions; that is, they were
less instructive in finding patterns in the data set. The nonmatching (red) orders, by con-
trast, can be found at the extremes of the graph, both horizontally and vertically, show-
ing that they carried substantial weight in determining the dimensions. This is further
confirmed by the frequency data in Fig. 2 above. Note how three of the four most fre-
quent cluster orders correspond to matching translation questions and, moreover, how
these orders are accepted by virtually all informants. This too suggests that there is a
priming or repetition effect at play, which we take to be an additional source of varia-
tion in our data set.

Another additional factor is geographical proximity. In the data table partially repre-
sented in Table 2, dialect locations are treated as simple, independent binary variables.
As is well known from the dialectological literature, this is a simplification, in that di-
alect phenomena tend to show coherent geographical patterns (see Spruit 2008 for a
particularly clear illustration of this in the context of the SAND data). Needless to say,
these geographical tendencies might form another source of variation: informants might
be influenced by nearby dialects and thus develop repertoires of verb cluster orders that
are partially similar to those of speakers of nearby dialects. Just as was the case with
priming, there are reasons to think that geographical proximity indeed has an effect on
the variation in our data set as well. We can show this by measuring the correlation be-
tween linguistic distance and geographical distance. Consider again Table 4 above. This
is a distance matrix indicating how different verb cluster orders are from one another
based on the dialect locations where those orders occur. We can also construct the mir-
ror image of this distance matrix, in particular one that indicates how different dialect
locations are from one another, based on the number of verb cluster orders they share.
A small portion of that matrix is given in Table 9.

What this table tells us is that the linguistic difference between, say, Midsland and
Ferwerd is smaller than that between Midsland and Visvliet. In other words, Midsland
and Ferwerd have more verb cluster orders in common than do Midsland and Visvliet.
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Figure 10. Two-dimensional representation of the SAND verb cluster data, color-coded 
according to question methodology.



Now, given that the rows (and columns) of Table 9 represent geographical locations, we
can also construct an actual distance matrix of these locations, where the numbers in the
cells represent the number of kilometers that separate these locations. A small portion of
that distance matrix is given in Table 10.
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Midsland Lies West-Terschelling Schiermonnikoog …
Midsland 0.00 …
Lies 0.27 0.00 …
West Terschelling 0.20 0.27 0.00 …
Schiermonnikoog 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.00 …
Ferwerd 0.11 0.20 0.11 0.33 …
Visvliet 0.61 0.47 0.52 0.56 …
Bakkeveen 0.20 0.27 0.20 0.40 …
… … … … … …

Table 9. Upper left-hand corner of a distance matrix of dialect locations based 
on the SAND verb cluster data.

Midsland Lies West-Terschelling Schiermonnikoog …
Midsland 0.00 …
Lies 4.49 0.00 …
West Terschelling 8.15 12.65 0.00 …
Schiermonnikoog 97.27 92.85 105.33 0.00 …
Ferwerd 59.98 55.80 67.68 40.07 …
Visvliet 108.00 103.87 115.58 25.74 …
Bakkeveen 113.19 109.46 120.11 45.64 …
… … … … … …

Table 10. Actual distance matrix (in kilometers, as the crow flies) of the SAND locations.

If the variation in our data set is partially caused by geographical proximity, then we
predict there to be a positive correlation between Table 9 (linguistic distance) and Table
10 (geographical distance). Following Levshina 2015:348–49 we used the Mantel test
to test this prediction. The Mantel statistic, which is identical to the Pearson correlation
coefficient r, is 0.403 (p = 0.001), which indicates that there is indeed a (moderate) pos-
itive correlation between the number of cluster orders two dialects share and their geo-
graphical proximity.

Summing up, we have identified two extragrammatical factors that contribute to the
variation in our data set: priming and geographical proximity. In the next subsection we
combine these findings with the theoretical analysis from the previous subsection.
Operationalizing and testing the analysis. The reason why we found no di-

alects that fit the profiles predicted by the theoretical analysis was because each profile
was defined as a unique combination of cluster orders—1 out of the 71,751,825 theo-
retically possible combinations. As such, the prediction did not take into account possi-
ble additional sources of variation. In other words, the criteria for falling into one of the
predicted dialect types were too strict. In this section we propose a new, more relaxed
way of defining our parameters, while at the same time taking into account one of the
findings from the preceding subsection, namely the effect of priming created by the
translation questions. Specifically, we avoid using matching answers to translation
questions as a diagnostic for particular settings of our parameters. The criteria we pro-
pose to use are the following.

(27) a. AscDesc: In order to obtain the setting [Desc], the dialect needs to display
at least one 3-2-1 order.



b. PartV: In order to obtain the setting [+PartV], the dialect needs to trans-
late at least one 2-1 order into a 1-2 order.

c. InfN: In order to obtain the setting [+InfN], the dialect needs to display at
least one 2-1, 3-1-2, or 1-3-2 order with an infinitive as main verb.

Before seeing how many dialects fit these descriptions, let us examine the criteria in a
bit more detail. For the parameter AscDesc, we chose to make use of the one order that
is unique to the [Desc]-setting of this parameter and that cannot be derived under any of
the settings of the other parameters: a completely descending order in a three-verb clus-
ter. This order was never offered as a task sentence in a translation question, so there is
no risk of priming. For the parameter PartV, we started from Cornips and Poletto’s
(2005, 2007) observation that while a matching answer to a translation question might
be a sign of priming, a nonmatching answer provides a strong signal that the alternative
option is strongly preferred to the one that was offered. Thus, speakers who change a 
2-1 order in a two-verb cluster with a participle and an auxiliary into a 1-2 order show a
clear preference for the verbal status of that participle, and hence for a positive setting
for PartV. Finally, for the parameter InfN, we listed orders that require or strongly pre-
fer the nominal status of the infinitive, again while avoiding any order that was offered
in a translation question. When we use these criteria to define dialect groups in our data
set, we obtain the results outlined in Table 11.
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AscDesc InfN PartV # of dialects
Desc + + 10
Desc + − 39
Desc − + 1
Desc − − 4
Asc + + 29
Asc + − 29
Asc − + 17
Asc − − 56

Table 11. Dialect groups based on the parameter criteria in 27.

When evaluating the results presented in this table, it is useful to also take into ac-
count the geographical location of the dialect(group)s listed. In Figure 11 we have plot-
ted the eight dialect groups onto a geographical map. Let us start by considering the
dialects with a [Desc]-setting for the first parameter. As Table 11 shows, by far the most
common parameter setting for these dialects is [Desc/+InfN/−PartV]. This is exactly as
expected, given that (i) one of the criteria for a positive setting of the InfN-parameter
was the occurrence of a 2-1 order (see 27c above) and this order is also compatible with
a strictly descending dialect, and (ii) a negative setting for the PartV-parameter entails
that the translation questions involving two-verb clusters with a participle yielded only
(matching) descending orders. Moreover, the thirty-nine dialects that have this parame-
ter setting form a contiguous and geographically coherent region in the north of the 
language area. Dialects that combine a [Desc]-setting of AscDesc with a negative set-
ting for InfN are predicted not to occur, and as Table 11 shows, such patterns are ex-
tremely rare indeed. This leaves the final type of [Desc]-dialects, those with the setting
[Desc/+InfN/+PartV]. These are not predicted to occur either, given that a positive set-
ting of PartV entails the occurrence of ascending 1-2 orders in two-verb clusters with a
participle, which would in turn be incompatible with the general descending nature of
the dialect. The fact that we nonetheless find ten dialects that fit this description might
indicate that this is an area where additional factors of variation come into play. In that



respect it is quite striking to see that these ten dialects (the brownish dots on the map in
Figure 11) are typically situated in border areas, either between the (descending) north
and the (ascending) south, or between Belgium/the Netherlands and Germany. This
suggests that the patterns of cluster orders displayed by these dialects might be a contact
phenomenon.
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Figure 11. Geographical representation of the dialect groups in Table 11.

The dialects with an [Asc]-setting for the AscDesc-parameter are more numerous.
The largest group is the one with the parameter setting [Asc/−InfN/−PartV] (the blue
dots on the map). This setting represents the variety spoken in the Belgian provinces of
West and East Flanders, Brabant, and Antwerp. These dialects generally have a strictly
ascending order, except in the case of their participles, which they prefer to treat as ad-
jectival, and which hence show up to the left of the cluster. The other three patterns 
are all situated in the center and south of the Netherlands and in the two provinces of
Limburg. The setting [Asc/−InfN/+PartV] (the yellow dots) unsurprisingly are situated
rather close to the Belgian pattern, since it differs from it only in allowing its participles
to also occur to the right of their selecting auxiliaries. The other two patterns are more
distinct, in that they have a positive setting for InfN, which allows infinitives to occur to
the left of the verb cluster, a phenomenon that is rarely found in Belgium. Of these two
patterns, the [Asc/+InfN/−PartV]-setting (green dots) is the least prototypically ascend-
ing, in that it allows descending orders both in clusters involving infinitives (due to the
positive setting of InfN) and in clusters involving participles (due to [−PartV]). Unsur-
prisingly, then, this pattern seems to form a transition area to the descending dialects in
the north (the white dots) and to German (also descending) in the southeast. 

Summing up, the criteria given in 27 for defining and detecting the parameters of our
syntactic analysis in the data set have proven to be successful in identifying and defin-
ing geographical regions with a particular parameter setting. Moreover, by not includ-
ing matching answers to translation questions in our definition of the parameters, we



have excluded the part of the data most at risk for influence from priming. At the same
time, however, the role of geographical proximity has not yet been taken into consider-
ation. What is more, the map in Fig. 11 seems to show a gradual transition from a
strictly ascending system in the southwest—albeit one with adjectival participles—to a
strictly descending one in the north, and with ‘unexpected’ types limited to transition
areas. In other words, the role of geographical location seems to be strong. In order to
ascertain the predictive power both of the three linguistic variables, AscDesc, InfN, and
PartV, and of the geographical location of each of the 185 dialect types, all with respect
to predicting the twenty-eight cluster orders, we performed an experiment with k-near-
est neighbor classification (Daelemans & van den Bosch 2005). The k-nearest neighbor
classifier operationalizes the assumption that a new instance of a classification problem
can be classified by copying the solution of already encountered examples that are sim-
ilar to the new instance. Take, for instance, a new dialect type characterized only by its
longitude and latitude; whether this dialect uses a particular cluster order, such as
CALL_CAN_HAD, would be inferred by the k-nearest neighbor classifier by compar-
ing it to all memorized examples of dialect types and copying the class of the k dialect
types closest to the new dialect type in terms of some geometrical distance (e.g. Euclid-
ean distance); these k-closest memorized examples are its ‘nearest neighbors’. The
number of neighbors taken to predict the outcome is set by the hyperparameter k;
throughout the current test we set k = 1.

For each cluster order we performed three experimental runs with a k-nearest neigh-
bor classifier: we used (i) only longitude and latitude as predictive features, or (ii) the
binary values of the variables AscDesc, InfN, and PartV, or (iii) all five features com-
bined. Each run was set up as a leave-one-out experiment, where each of the 185 dialect
types acted as the unknown dialect type, while all of the remaining 184 dialect types
acted as the memorized dialect types. In all runs we left hyperparameters to their default
values; aside from k = 1 we used the default similarity metric provided by the TiMBL
software28 (Daelemans et al. 2010). This metric computes a distance between two in-
stances X and Y, ∆(X, Y), by computing the sum of distances per feature, for all features
i = [1 … n] (equation 28).

n
(28) ∆(X,Y ) ∑ wiδ(xi, yi) 

i=1

The distance at feature i, δ(xi, yi), is computed differently for numeric features (longi-
tude and latitude) and symbolic features (the three linguistic variables), as specified in
equation 29.

Numeric distance is normalized by the maximal distance in the numerical dimen-
sions found across memorized instances. Symbolic distance is simply 0 when the two
instances share the same value at feature i; otherwise the distance is 1.

xi – yi if numeric, otherwisemaxi – mini
(29) δ(xi, yi) = { 0 if xi = yi

1 if xi ≠ yi
In computing the overall distance between X and Y, the distance at feature i is then

weighted by feature weight wi (equation 28). As weighting function we use gain ratio, a
data-driven information-theoretic metric that estimates the discriminative power of a
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28 https://languagemachines.github.io/timbl/, version 6.4.13



feature. To do that, first the information gain of the feature is computed as the differ-
ence in uncertainty (i.e. entropy) between the situations without and with knowledge 
of the value of that feature, as given in equation 30, where C is the set of class labels, Vi
is the set of values for feature i, and H(C) = –∑c∈C P(c)log2 P(c) is the entropy of the
class labels.

(30) wi = H(C ) – ∑ P(v) × H(C|v)
v∈Vi

A well-known problem with information gain, analogous to the problem mentioned
in §5 in CA with the value of η2 for the combination of a dimension and a particular cat-
egorical variable—that it is sensitive to the number of values this variable can have—is
that it tends to overestimate the relevance of features with large numbers of values. To
normalize information gain over features with high numbers of values, Quinlan (1993)
introduced a variant called gain ratio (GR), given in equation 31, which is informa-
tion gain divided by split info, si(i), the entropy of the feature values (equation 32).

H(C ) – ∑v∈Vi P(v) × H(C|v)
(31) wi = si(i)
(32) si(i) = H(V ) = – ∑ P(v)log2 P(v)

v∈Vi

The raw result of one leave-one-out experiment is 185 classifications into + or −, some
of which could be incorrect in two ways: either as false positives (cases of − that are la-
beled by the classifier as +) or as false negatives (cases of + that are labeled by the clas-
sifier as −). Measuring accuracy as the percentage of correctly predicted cluster-order
values would take the ratio of all correct classifications (i.e. all correctly predicted cases
of + and −) over the total number of classifications, including false positives and false
negatives. Doing this would leave us vulnerable to effects of class skew when interpret-
ing and comparing our results. For instance, if for a particular construction the positive
class + occurs in only ten out of 185 cases, always predicting the negative class would
lead to an accuracy of 175 out of 185 cases, or 94.6%. This high accuracy hides the fact
that none of the + cases were correctly identified. A proper comparable score would
compensate for class skew and would focus on +.

As a common countermeasure for this problem, we computed the area under the
ROC curve (AUC) of the positive class + (Fawcett 2004). The AUC value is based on
the true positive rate of the classifier (also known as recall, or the ratio between the
number of true positives of + over the total number of cases of + in the data), and the
false positive rate (the ratio between the false positives of + over the total number of
cases of − in the data). Plotting false positive rate on the x-axis and true positive rate on
the y-axis, a single experiment represents a point in this space; AUC is then the surface
between this point and the three coordinates (0,0), (1,0), and (1,1). An AUC score of 0.5
indicates chance behavior, while 1.0 indicates flawless predictions. For more details,
see Fawcett 2004.

Averaging over the twenty-eight constructions, computing the mean AUC and stan-
dard deviation, we observe the following:

• Using only longitude and latitude as features, the mean AUC is 0.6289 with a stan-
dard deviation of 0.1026;

• using only the linguistic analysis features, the mean AUC is 0.5589 with a standard
deviation of 0.1241;

• using both feature sets, the mean AUC is 0.6444 with a standard deviation of
0.1187.
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A two-tailed paired t-test reveals that the combination of features is significantly differ-
ent from using only the geographical features (p = 0.0082, t = 2.85), while the combi-
nation of features does not perform significantly differently from using only the
linguistic features (p = 0.081, t = −1.81). The results obtained with the two feature sets
separately do not differ significantly either (p = 0.163, t = 1.44). In other words, al-
though the two feature sets appear to carry information that leads to comparably accu-
rate predictions, they contribute to some extent complementary informational clues that
in combination provide the best predictive accuracy.29 This means that the linguistic
analysis proposed in the previous section explains part of the variance in our data set
above and beyond the variation that can be attributed to geographical proximity.
6.4. Conclusion. In this section we have interpreted the results of the correspon-

dence analysis carried out and described in the previous two sections. Based on the η2-
scores of the complementary variables, we proposed a microparametric analysis of verb
cluster ordering that closely resembles the analysis proposed in Barbiers et al. 2018. A
first attempt to identify the five dialect types predicted by that account in our data set
failed, which led us to look for (and find) additional, extragrammatical sources of vari-
ation: priming caused by translation questions from Standard Dutch, and geographical
proximity. The second attempt at defining our parameters was able to circumvent the is-
sues raised by priming and successfully identified the dialect groups corresponding to
the various parameter settings in the data set. In order to weigh these results against the
role played by geographical location, we performed an experiment with k-nearest
neighbor classification, which showed that the information provided by the syntactic
analysis is to some extent complementary to that of the geographical information, and
that an account that relies on both outperforms either measure individually, signifi-
cantly so compared to using only the geographical information.

7. Conclusion. This article is situated at the intersection of quantitative and qualita-
tive linguistics. It uses quantitative-statistical methods to further our theoretical under-
standing of variation in verb cluster ordering in Dutch dialects. In so doing, it harnesses
and combines the strengths of both approaches: quantitative linguistics has sophisti-
cated means of dealing with large and highly varied data sets, while hypotheses and
analyses from qualitative linguistics can be used to guide and narrow down the inter-
pretation of the statistical results. For the case at hand—verb clusters—we have shown
how the 137 dialect types that were manifested in the raw data can be whittled down to
the interaction between three grammatical parameters. The method thus allows one to
make a detailed proposal about the amount of variation that is due to the grammatical
system itself and the portion that should be relegated to extragrammatical factors.

While this article was concerned exclusively with word order in Dutch verb clusters,
it should be clear that the method outlined here can be extended to any empirical do-
main for which both a large data set and a number of explicit competing theoretical pro-
posals are available. One domain that comes to mind in this respect is word-order
variation in the noun phrase (Greenberg 1963, Cinque 2005, Abels & Neeleman 2012;
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29 See Appendix B for a table containing all of the AUC scores of our experiment. The mean scores are
above-chance performance (AUC = 0.5), but they are not high. For several of the twenty-eight cluster orders,
the AUC scores for some or all of the leave-one-out experiments are in fact close to chance performance,
while other cluster orders are predicted fairly accurately. A general observation from the results in the table is
that the combination of the two feature sets indeed tends to improve on the scores of the two sets individually,
although this is not always the case.



see also Merlo 2015). More generally, we hope this article illustrates the viability and
mutual benefits of an increased collaboration between formal-theoretical (in particular
generative) and quantitative-statistical linguists working on language variation.

APPENDIXA: LIST OF LINGUISTIC VARIABLES USED IN THE CORRESPONDENCE ANALYSIS

variable name interpretation
BarBenDros.asc Is the order compatible with an ascending linearization order? 
BarBenDros.desc Is the order compatible with a descending linearization order?
BarBenDros.VerbPart Does the order involve a verbal participle?
BarBenDros.NomInf Does the order involve a nominalized infinitive? 
BarBenDros.ClustInterr Does the order involve cluster interruption?
BARBENDROS The analysis of Barbiers et al. 2018, that is, a summary variable of the 

preceding five variables.

Haeg.Riems.branch.nonbranch Is the node undergoing inversion branching or nonbranching?
HaegRiems.3left Does the order involve leftward displacement of V3 (as discussed in 

Wurmbrand 2017)?
HaegRiems.base.order Does the order represent a base-generated one?
HaegRiems.inversion.aux Does the order involve inversion of the complement of an auxiliary? 
HaegRiems.inversion.modal Does the order involve inversion of the complement of a modal?
HAEG.RIEMS The analysis of Haegeman & van Riemsdijk 1986, that is, a summary 

variable of the preceding five variables.

SchmiVo.MAPch Do complements precede their heads?
SchmiVo.MAPhc Do heads precede their complements?
SchmiVo.MAPlrV Is the extended projection of V linearized in an ascending fashion?
SchmiVo.MAPlrVfunc Do auxiliary verbs precede their verbal complement?
SCHMID.VOGEL The analysis of Schmid & Vogel 2004, that is, a summary variable of 

the preceding four variables.

Barbiers.base.generation Does the order represent a base-generated one?
Barbiers.feature.checking.failure Does the order represent a feature-checking violation?
Barbiers.spec.pied.piping Does the derivation of the order involve pied-piping via the specifier?
BARBIERS The analysis of Barbiers 2005, that is, a summary variable of the pre-

ceding three variables.

BarBen.VerbPart Does the order involve a verbal participle?
BarBen.base.order Does the order represent a base-generated one?
BarBen.NomInf Does the order involve a nominalized infinitive?
BarBen.VPR Does the order involve verb projection raising/cluster interruption?
BARBIERS.BENNIS The analysis of Barbiers & Bennis 2010, that is, a summary variable 

of the preceding four variables.

Bader.AuxMod Do auxiliaries precede modals they c-command?
Bader.base.order Does the order represent a base-generated one?
Bader.VMod Do modals precede their verbal complement?
BADER The analysis of Bader 2012, that is, a summary variable of the preced-

ing three variables.

Abels.base.order Does the order represent a base-generated one?
Abels.high.order Does the verbal head precede its complement at the highest node in 

the cluster?
Abels.low.order Does the verbal head precede its complement at the lowest node in the 

cluster?
Abels.prosody Does the order represent a misalignment between syntactic structure 

and prosodic structure?
ABELS The analysis of Abels 2016, that is, a summary variable of the preced-

ing four variables.

HIniHmvt.2LeftAdjoinTo1 Does V2 left-adjoin to V1? 
HIniHmvt.3LeftAdjoinTo1 Does V3 left-adjoin to V1?

(Appendix A table continues)
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variable name interpretation
HIniHmvt.3LeftAdjoinTo2 Does V3 left-adjoin to V2?
HIniHmvt.base.order Does the order represent a base-generated one?
HEADINITIAL.HEADMVT A head-initial head movement analysis, that is, a summary variable of 

the preceding four variables.

HFinHmvt.2RightAdjoinTo1 Does V2 right-adjoin to V1?
HFinHmvt.3RightAdjoinTo2 Does V3 right-adjoin to V2?
HFinHmvt.base.order Does the order represent a base-generated one?
HEADFINAL.HEADMVT A head-final head movement analysis, that is, a summary variable of 

the preceding four variables.

HIniXPmvt.base.order Does the order represent a base-generated one?
HIniXPmvt.VP2toVP1 Does the order involve movement of VP2 to VP1? 
HIniXPmvt.VP3toVP1 Does the order involve movement of VP3 to VP1?
HIniXPmvt.VP3toVP2 Does the order involve movement of VP3 to VP2?
HEADINITIAL.XPMVT A head-initial XP movement analysis, that is, a summary variable of 

the preceding four variables.

HFinXPmvt.base.order Does the order represent a base-generated one?
HFinXPmvt.VP2toVP1 Does the order involve movement of VP2 to VP1?
HFinXPmvt.VP3evacuation Does the order involve movement of VP3 to the left of the cluster?
HFinXPmvt.VP3toVP2 Does the order involve movement of VP3 to VP2?
HEADFINAL.XPMVT A head-final XP movement analysis, that is, a summary variable of the 

preceding four variables.

Add.1vs2 Does V1 precede V2?
Add.1vs3 Does V1 precede V3?
Add.2vs3 Does V2 precede V3?
Add.ClusterOrder What is the cluster order (e.g. 1-2, 1-2-3, 3-1-2, … )?
Add.harmonic Is the cluster order harmonic (uniformly ascending or uniformly de-

scending) or not?
Add.IPP Does the cluster order involve IPP?
Add.LightHeavyOrdering What morphological forms is the cluster made up of (infinitives, finite 

verbs, participles)?
Add.PartPrecedes(IPP).Aux Do participles (including IPP-infinitives) precede their selecting 

auxiliary?
Add.Slope Is the cluster order ascending, descending, first ascending and then 

descending (e.g. 1-3-2), or first descending and then ascending (e.g.
3-1-2)?
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APPENDIX B: AUC SCORES FOR ALL TWENTY-EIGHT CLUSTER ORDERS

order only geographical only linguistic geo + linguistic
IS_DIED 0.644 0.996 0.987
CALL_CAN_HAD 0.793 0.500 0.870
SEE_MAY 0.794 0.902 0.853
HAD_CAN_CALL 0.728 0.439 0.841
SWIM_GO_IS 0.700 0.940 0.831
SWIM_MUST_CAN 0.653 0.815 0.780
MUST_FIXED_HAVE 0.794 0.715 0.772
MUST_CAN_SWIM 0.764 0.500 0.758
SWIM_CAN_MUST 0.620 0.832 0.754
GO_SWIM_IS 0.719 0.725 0.746
MAY_SEE 0.745 0.817 0.739
HAD_CALL_CAN 0.478 0.500 0.728
CALL_COULD_HAD 0.716 0.500 0.713
IS_GO_SWIM 0.726 0.713 0.710
MUST_HAVE_FIXED 0.632 0.680 0.693
MUST_SWIM_CAN 0.587 0.500 0.674
FIXED_HAVE_MUST 0.681 0.872 0.669

(Appendix B table continues)



APPENDIX C: SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS AND TECHNICAL DETAILS

All calculations were carried out in R (R Core Team 2014) using the FactoMineR package (Husson et al.
2014), in particular the CA function in that package. For details about the algorithms and math underlying that
function we refer the reader to Husson et al. 2011. The Mantel test discussed in §6.3 was carried out using the
mantel function from the vegan package (Oksanen et al. 2018), and the k-nearest neighbor experiments were
performed with the TiMBL software package (Daelemans et al. 2010), specifically TiMBL version 6.4.13; see
https://languagemachines.github.io/timbl/. The data set that formed the input for the CA and the R code used
to perform the analysis are available as a project on the Open Science Framework: https://osf.io/rpfvq/?view
_only=413d47b0708748c78c47b519dc064028. 

All scatterplots were drawn using the textplot function from the R package wordcloud (Fellows 2014) to
ensure that the labels in the plot do not cover one another. This is why some cluster orders are connected by a
short gray line to their actual coordinates (indicated by a red dot). The geographical maps were drawn using
the cartographic software included in dynaSAND, the online dynamic version of the SAND atlas (Barbiers et
al. 2006).

In addition to the complete-cases analysis reported on in the main text, where the CA was performed only
on the 185 dialect locations that did not contain any NAs, we also performed a CA on the full data set, but
with imputed values for the missing data. In particular, we imputed the missing data using the imputeCA
function of the R package missMDA (Husson & Josse 2013). This function applies an iterative algorithm to
impute missing values in a categorical data table (see Husson & Josse 2013 for more details and Josse et al.
2012 for general discussion of imputing missing data), which allowed us to perform the analysis on the com-
plete 28 × 267 data table. The results of this alternative analysis turned out to not differ significantly from the
ones reported in the main text. In order to test this we applied a simple linear regression to the coordinates on
the first and second dimensions of both analyses. In particular, a simple linear regression was calculated to
predict the coordinates of the data imputation analysis based on the coordinates of the complete-cases analy-
sis. For the first coordinates a significant regression was found (F(1,26) = 424.4, p < 0.000), with an adjusted
R2 of .940, and for the second coordinates too (F(1,26) = 232, p < 0.000), with an adjusted R2 of .895.
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